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(This is Part 3 of my series – A New Theory of Energy and the Economy. These are links to Part 1 and Part 2.)
Many readers have asked me to explain debt. They also wonder, “Why can’t we just cancel debt and start over?”
if we are reaching oil limits, and these limits threaten to destabilize the system. To answer these questions, I
need to talk about the subject of promises in general, not just what we would call debt.
In some sense, debt and other promises are what hold together our networked economy. Debt and other
promises allow division of labor, because each person can “pay” the others in the group for their labor with a
promise of some sort, rather than with an immediate payment in goods. The existence of debt allows us to have
many convenient forms of payment, such as dollar bills, credit cards, and checks. Indirectly, the many
convenient forms of payment allow trade and even international trade.

Figure 1. Dome constructed using Leonardo Sticks

Each debt, and in fact each promise of any sort, involves two parties. From the point of view of one party, the
commitment is to pay a certain amount (or certain amount plus interest). From the point of view of the other
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party, it is a future benefit–an amount available in a bank account, or a paycheck, or a commitment from a
government to pay unemployment benefits. The two parties are in a sense bound together by these
commitments, in a way similar to the way atoms are bound together into molecules. We can’t get rid of debt
without getting rid of the benefits that debt provides–something that is a huge problem.
There has been much written about past debt bubbles and collapses. The situation we are facing today is
different. In the past, the world economy was growing, even if a particular area was reaching limits, such as too
much population relative to agricultural land. Even if a local area collapsed, the rest of the world could go on
without them. Now, the world economy is much more networked, so a collapse in one area affects other areas as
well. There is much more danger of a widespread collapse.
Our economy is built on economic growth. If the amount of goods and services produced each year starts falling,
then we have a huge problem. Repaying loans becomes much more difficult.

Figure 2. Repaying loans is easy in a growing economy, but much more diﬃcult in a shrinking economy.

In fact, in an economic contraction, promises that aren’t debt, such as promises to pay pensions and medical
costs of the elderly as part of our taxes, become harder to pay as well. The amount we have left over for
discretionary expenditures becomes much less. These pressures tend to push an economy further toward
contraction, and make new promises even harder to repay.
The Nature of Debt
In a broad sense, debt is a promise of something of value in the future. With this broad definition, it is clear that
a $10 bill is a form of debt, because it is a promise that at some point in the future you, or the person you pass
the $10 bill on to, will be able to exchange the $10 bill for something of value. In a sense, even gold coins are a
promise of value in the future. This is not necessarily a promise we can count on though. At times in the past,
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gold coins have been confiscated. Derivatives and other financial products have characteristics of debt as well.
To understand how important debt is, we need to think about an economy without debt. Such an economy
might have a central market where everyone brings goods to exchange. But even in such an economy, there will
be a problem if there is not a precise matching of needs. If I bring apples and you bring potatoes, we could
exchange with each other (“barter”). But what if I don’t have a need for potatoes? Then we might need to bring a
third person into the ring, so each of us can receive what we want. Because barter is so cumbersome, barter was
never widely used for everyday transactions within communities.
An approach that seemed to work better is one mentioned in David Graeber’s book, Debt: The First 5,000 Years.
With this system, a temple would operate a market. The operator of the market would provide a “price” for each
object, in terms of a common unit, such as “bushels of wheat.” Each person could bring goods to the market
(and perhaps even services–I will work for a day in your vineyard), and have them exchanged with others based
on value. No “money” was really needed because the operator would take a clay tablet and on it make a
calculation of the value in “bushels of wheat” of what a person brought in goods, The operator would also
calculate the value in “bushels of wheat” that the same person was receiving in return, and make certain that the
two matched.
Of course, as soon as we start allowing “a day’s worth of labor ” to be exchanged in this way, we get back to the
problem of future promises, and making certain that they really happen. Also, if we allow a person to carry over
a balance from one day to another–for example, bringing in a large quantity of goods that cannot be sold in one
day–then we get into the area of future promises. Or if we allow a farmer to buy seed on credit, with a promise
to pay it back when harvest comes in a few months, we again get into the area of future promises. So even in this
simple situation, we need to be able to handle the issue of future promises.
Future Promises Even Before Debt
Whenever there is division of labor, there needs to be some agreement as to how that division will take place–
what are the responsibilities of each participant. In the simplest case, we have hunters and gatherers. If there is
a decision that the men will do the hunting and the women will do the gathering and care for children, then
there needs to be an agreement as to how the arrangement will work. The usual approach seems to have been
some sort of “gift economy.” In such an economy, everyone would share whatever they were able to obtain with
others, and would gain status by the amount they could offer to share.
Instead of a formal debt being involved, there was an understanding that if people were to participate in the
group, they had to follow the rules that the particular culture dictated, including, very often, sharing everything.
People who didn’t follow the rules would be thrown out. Because of the difficulty in living in such an
environment alone, such people would likely die. Thus, participants were in some sense bound together by the
customs that underlay gift economies.
At some point, as more of an economy was built up, there would be a need for one or more leaders, as well as
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some way of financially supporting those leaders. Thus, there would need to be some sort of taxation. While
taxation to support the leader would not be considered debt, it has many of the same characteristics as debt. It is
an ongoing payment obligation. The leader and the other members of the group plan their lives as if this
situation is going to continue. In a way, the governmental services and the resulting taxation help bind the
economy together.
Benefits of Debt
The benefits of debt are truly great, including the following:
1. Debt allows transactions to take place that are not precisely at the same time and place. I can
order goods and have them delivered to my home. An employer can pay me for a month’s work with a check,
rather than needing to give me food or some other barter item corresponding to each hour I work. There is
no need to have billions of gold coins (or other agreed up metal currency) to facilitate each and every
transaction, and to transport around. We can each have bank accounts. From the bank’s perspective, the
amount in a bank account is a liability (debt) owed to the depositor.
2. Additional debt gives additional purchasing power to individuals, governments or
businesses. The additional funds available can be spent immediately. Very often, repayment (with interest)
is spread over several years, making goods that would not be affordable, affordable. Thus debt raises
“demand” for goods and also for the commodities used to create these goods.
3. Because debt makes goods more affordable, additional debt tends to “pump up” the price of
commodities. These higher prices make it worthwhile for businesses to extract more minerals (including
fossil fuels) from the earth, and make it worthwhile to plant more acres of food. Debt, particularly cheap
debt, makes building new factories and opening new mines more affordable for businesses.
4. Debt allows a steep step-up in standard of living, such as that obtained by adding coal or oil to
an economy. Debt allows goods to be purchased that will substantially change a person’s future, such as
transit to a new country, or purchase of a college education, or purchase of a delivery vehicle that can be used
to start a business. Without debt, it is unlikely that fossil fuels could ever have been extracted; consumers
would never have been able to afford the goods provided by fossil fuels, and businesses would have had
difficulty financing the many new factories required to make goods using these fuels. See my post, Why
Malthus Got His Forecast Wrong.
5. Adding debt is self-reinforcing. Suppose a considerable amount of debt is added for what is deemed a
good purpose, such as extracting oil in North Dakota. Oil companies will use the debt they receive for many
different purposes–including paying employees, paying royalties to land owners, and paying taxes to the
state. Employees will buy new houses and cars, taking out loans in the process. North Dakota residents who
receive royalty payments may decide to take out home improvement loans to fix up their homes, expecting
that the royalties will continue. The state may fix its roads with its revenue, giving additional income (which
may lead to more debt) to road workers. A grocery chain may decide to build a new store (borrowing money
to do so), further pushing the chain along. What happens is that indirectly, the new oil company debt makes
a lot of people at least temporarily wealthier. These temporarily wealthier individuals can then “qualify” for
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more in loans than would otherwise be the case, giving them more to spend, and allowing yet others to
qualify for loans.
6. Arrangements that are not debt, but more of the nature of contingent debt, make people feel
more confident of the current system. There are insurance programs for pension programs and for
bank accounts, up to a selected balance per account. These insurance programs generally don’t have very
much money in them, relative to what they are insuring. But they make people feel good, especially if there is
a government that might come in and take over, beyond the actual funding of the insurance program.
What Goes Wrong with Debt and Other Financial Promises
1. As mentioned at the beginning of the post, debt works very badly if the economy is
contracting.
It becomes impossible to repay debt with interest, without reducing discretionary income. Government
programs, such as health care for the elderly, become more expensive relative to current incomes as well.
2. Interest payments on debt tend to transfer wealth from the poorer members of society to the
richer members of society.
Economists have tended to ignore debt, because it represents a more or less balanced transaction between two
individuals. The fact remains, though, that the poorer members of society find themselves especially in need of
debt, and many pay very high interest rates. The ones lending money tend to be richer. Because of this
arrangement, over time, interest payments tend to increase wealth disparities.
3. All too often, the payment stream upon which debt depends proves unsustainable.
In the example given above, everyone thinks the North Dakota oil will continue for a while, so takes out loans as
if this is the case. If it doesn’t, then this is an “Oops” situation.
In the case of US student loans, many students are never able to get jobs with high enough wages to pay back
the loans they were given.
4. Governments tend to put programs into place that are more expensive than they really can
afford, for the long term.
As an economy gets wealthier (because of more fossil fuel use), there is a tendency to add more programs.
Representative government is used instead of a monarch. Medical care and pensions for the elderly are added,
as are unemployment benefits, and more advanced levels of schools.
Unfortunately, it is hard to properly estimate what long-run cost of these programs will be. Also, even if the
programs were affordable with a high level of fossil fuels, they almost certainly will not be affordable if energy
availability declines. It is virtually impossible to roll programs back, even if they are not guaranteed, once people
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plan their lives on the new programs.
Figure 3 shows a graph of US government spending (all levels) compared to wages (including amounts paid to
proprietors, including farmers). I use this base, rather than GDP, because wages have not been keeping up with
GDP in recent years. The amounts shown include programs such as Social Security and Medicare for the elderly,
in addition to spending on things such as schools, roads, and unemployment insurance.

Figure 3. Comparison of US Government spending and receipts (all levels combined) based on US Bureau of Economic
Research Data.

Clearly, government spending has been rising much faster than wages. I would expect this to be true in many
countries.
5. There is no real tie between amounts of debt issued and what will actually be produced in the
future.
We are told that money is a store of value, and that it transfers purchasing power from the present to the future.
In other words, we can count on balances in our bank accounts, and in fact, in all of the paper securities that are
outstanding.
This story is only true if the economy can continue to create an increasing amount of goods and services forever.
If, in fact, the production of goods and services drops off dramatically (most likely because prices cannot rise
high enough to encourage enough extraction of commodities), then we have a major problem.
In any year, all we have available is the actual amount of resources that can be pulled out of the ground, plus the
actual amount of food that can be grown. Together, these amounts determine how many goods and services are
available. Money acts to distribute the goods that are available. Presumably, the people who work at extraction
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and production of these goods and services need to be paid first, or the whole process will stop. This basically
leaves the “leftovers” to be shared among those who are now being supported by tax revenue and by those who
hold paper securities of some sort or other. It is hard to see that anyone other than the workers producing the
goods and services will get very much, if we lose the use of fossil fuels. Workers will become less efficient, and
production will drop by too much.
6. Derivatives and other financial products expose the financial system to significant risks.
Certain large banks have found that they can earn considerable revenue by selling derivatives and other
financial products, allowing people or businesses to essentially gamble on certain outcomes–such as the price of
oil falling below a certain price, or interest rates rising very rapidly, or a certain company failing. As long as
everything goes well, there is not a huge problem. The concern now is that with rapidly changing commodity
prices, and rapidly changing levels of currencies, companies may fail and there may be major payouts triggered.
In theory, some of these payments may be offsetting–money owed by one client may offset money owed to
another client. But even if this is the case, these defaults can sometimes take years to settle. There may also be
issues with one of the parties’ ability to pay.
One particular problem with many of the products is the use of the Black-Scholes Pricing Model. This model is
applicable when events are independent and normally distributed. This is not the case, when we are
approaching oil limits and other limits of a finite world.
7. Governments tend to be badly affected by a shrinking economy, so may be of little assistance
when we need them most.
As noted previously, payments to governments act very much like debt. As an economy shrinks, programs that
seemed affordable in the past become less affordable and badly need to be cut. Thus, governments tend to have
problems at the exactly same time that banks and other lenders do.
Governments of “advanced” countries now have debt levels that are high by historical standards. If there is
another major financial crisis, the plan seems to be to use Cyprus-like bail-ins of banks, instead of bailing out
banks using government debt. In a bail-in, bank deposits are exchanged for equity in the failing bank. For
example, in Cyprus, 37.5% of deposits in excess of 100,000 euros were converted to Class A shares in the bank.
This approach has a lot of difficulties. Businesses have a need for their funds, for purposes such as paying
employees and building new factories. If their funds are taken in a bail-in, the ability of the business to continue
may be damaged. Individual consumers depend on their bank balances as well. As noted above, deposit
insurance is theoretically available, but the actual amount of funds for this purpose is very low relative to the
amount potentially at risk. So we get back to the issue of whether governments can and will be able to bail out
banks and other failing financial institutions.
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8. More debt is needed to hide the lack of economic growth in an ailing world economy. This
debt becomes increasingly difficult to obtain, as wages stagnate because of diminishing returns.
If wages are rising fast enough, wages by themselves might be used to pump demand for commodities, and thus
raise their prices. Our wages are close to flat—median wages have been falling in the US. If wages aren’t rising
sufficiently, increasing debt must be used to raise demand. Debt is growing slowly in the household sector,
according to figures compiled by McKinsey Global Institute. Household debt has grown by only 2.8% per year
between Q4 2007 and Q4 2014, compared to 8.5% per year in the period between Q4 2000 and Q4 2007.
Even with business demand included, debt isn’t rising rapidly enough to keep commodity prices up. This lack of
sufficient growth in debt (and lack of growth in demand apart from growing debt) seems to be a major reason
for the drop in prices since 2011 in many commodity prices.
9. Differing policies with respect to interest rates and quantitative easing seem to have the
possibility of tearing the world financial system apart.
In a networked economy, not moving too far from the status quo is a definite advantage. If the US’s policies
have the effect of raising the value of the dollar, and the policies of other countries have the tendency to lower
their currencies, the net effect is to make debt held in other countries but denominated in US dollars unpayable.
It also makes goods sold by American companies unaffordable.
The economy, as it exists today, has been made possible by countries working together. With sanctions against
Iran and Russia, we are already moving away from this situation. Low oil prices are now putting the economies
of oil exporters at risk. As countries try different approaches on interest rates, this adds yet another force,
pulling economies apart.
10. The economy begins to act very strangely when too much of current income is locked up in
debt and debt-like instruments.
Economic models suggest that if oil prices drop, demand for oil will grow robustly and supply will drop off
quickly. If oil producers are protected by futures contracts that lock in a high price, they may not respond in the
manner expected. In fact, if they are obligated to make debt payments, they may continue drilling even when it
may not otherwise make financial sense to do so.
Likewise, consumers are also affected by prior commitments. If much of consumers’ income is tied up with
condominium payments, auto payments, and payment of taxes, they may not have much ability to respond to
lower oil prices. Instead of increasing discretionary spending, consumers may pay off some of their debt with
their newfound income.
Conclusion
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If the current economic system crashes and it becomes necessary to create a new one, the new system will have
to deal with having an ever-smaller amount of goods and services available for a fairly long transition time. This
is one chart I have shown in the past of how the growth in energy products, and thus growth in goods and
services, might look.

Figure 4. Estimate of future energy production by author. Historical data based on BP adjusted to IEA groupings.

Because of this, the new system will have to be very different from the current one. Most promises will need to
be of short duration. Transfers among people living in a particular area might still be facilitated by a financial
system, but it would be hard to have long-term or long-distance contracts. As a result, the new economy will
likely need to be much simpler than our current economy. It is doubtful it could include fossil fuels.
Many people ask why we can’t just cancel all debt, and start over again. To do so would probably mean canceling
all bank accounts as well. Most of our current jobs would probably disappear. We would probably be without
grid electricity and without oil for cars. It would be very difficult to start over from such a situation. We would
truly have to start over from scratch.
I have not talked about a distinction between “borrowed funds” and “accumulated equity”. Such a distinction is
important in terms of the rate of return investors expect, but it is not as important in a crash situation.
Similarly, the difference between stocks, bonds, pension plans, and insurance contracts becomes less important
as well. If there are real problems, anything that is not physical ends up in the general category of “paper
wealth”.
We cannot count on paper wealth (or for that matter, any wealth) for the long term. Each year, the amount of
goods and services the economy can produce is limited by how the economy is performing, given limits we are
reaching. If the quantity of these goods and services starts falling rapidly, governments may fail in addition to
our problems with debts defaulting. Those holding paper wealth can’t count on getting very much. Workers
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producing whatever goods and services are actually being produced will likely need to be paid first.
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Don Stewart says:
February 23, 2015 at 4:49 pm

Dear Gail and All
To all those doomers who are absolutely certain Elon Musk’s Home Battery can’t work. Here is another heretical solution to
our problems…healthy gut biome.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/14bb759b28c0faef
As a flyer I received for a medical conference stated:
‘Emerging science confirms that genes rarely cause disease; rather, they influence disease susceptibility. It’s not nature vs.
nurture, but nature and nurture. Our DNA may be fixed, but how our genes behave is profoundly influenced by the
environment.’
And the TED talk indicates that a profound environmental influence is our microbes, which are influenced by what we eat,
our chemical exposures, our mental state, and so forth.
An optimist might think that, perhaps, we might recover the Garden of Eden…while killing the Serpent of Debt. (If you
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